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TPI-Aeron Bi-Directional Wall Inlet

The ultimate
inlet for tricky

winter ventilation

Low Capacity 
High Accuracy 

Large Throw

TPI-Aeron Bi-Directional Wall Inlet’s revolution-
ary shape and design provides the optimal 
combination of capacity and airflow, giving you 
precise directional control over the air throw. 
With two jets, air is bundled to attain more 
speed compared to curved or flat inner flaps.

This inlets offers unprecedented control over 
the full range of minimum, transition, and 
maximum ventilation.
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Part#
TPI-AERON-Y
TPI-AERON-B
Accessories
TPI-955
TPI-905
TPI-915-TR

Rough Opening
40.55” W x 16.93” H

10 Pa
3,100
3,100

m³/h
20 Pa
4,400
4,400

40 Pa
6,200
6,200

Color
Yellow
Black

Force
Nw
44.0
44.0

Run
21.7”
21.7”
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.05” SP
2,040
2,040

Weather Hood, Black , fits TPI-AERON Series of Wall Inlets
Bracket Set, Quick Mount for TPI-955 Weather Hood
Light Trap, for TPI-955 Weather Hood

CFM @
.10” SP
2,890
2,890

.15” SP
3,552
3,552

The ultimate
inlet for tricky

winter ventilation Curved Louver

• Provides control over the air 
   speed, direction, and volume 
   in every ventilation stage

 - At the Minimum capacity, of 8° opening        
   67m³/h  ≈  39 CFM, air jets created by   
   the curved louver deliver fresh air far 
   into the house   

 - Opening further to medium capacity,
   of 15° opening 195m³/h  ≈  115 CFM, 
   air flows over the full width of the 
   louver without air leakage on the sides 
   and bottom 

 - Opening over 30%, the bottom section
   of the inlet opens splitting the air guiding 
   some of the air downwards 

 - At the maximum capacity of 4400m3/h
   at 20Pa, this creates a chill effect 
   that helps cool the animals

Minimum

Medium

Over 30%

Maximum




